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Ningbo Zhongyuan Pigment Co.,Ltd. is a professional China Zhongyuan® Integral Skin Color
manufacturer and supplier, if you are looking for the best Integral Skin Color with low price, consult
us now!We do everything we can to add value to our customers' experiences, allowing us to be their
best option.

Integral Skin Color Summary:

China Zhongyuan® Integral Skin Color Used in PU Integral Skin products , with good dispersion,
and good colorstrenth, Cover the defect, Make your products better. Special colors can be
customized.

From the past few years, our firm absorbed and digested sophisticated technologies equally at
home and abroad. Meanwhile, our organization staffs a group of experts devoted into the growth of
Wholesale Price China China Supplier Anti Slip Molded Polyurethane Integral Foam Parts for
Wheelchair Handrail Cover, Our enterprise warmly welcome close friends from everywhere in the
environment to go to, examine and negotiate organization. Wholesale Price China China Rubber
Foam Grip, Foam Handlebar Grip, Aiming to grow to be by far the most professional supplier within
this sector in Uganda, we keep researching on the creating procedure and raising the high quality of
our principal goods. Till now, the merchandise list has been updated on a regular basis and attracted
customers from around the globe. Detailed data can be obtained in our web page and you'll be
served with good quality consultant service by our after-sale team. They're going to allow you to get
complete acknowledge about our items and make a satisfied negotiation. Small business check out
to our factory in Uganda can also be welcome at any time. Hope to obtain your inquiries to get a
happy co-operation.

Integral Skin Color

High quality Zhongyuan® Elastomer Color Used in PU
Cast, with good dispersion, and good colorstrenth,
Cover the defect, Make your products better. Special
colors can be customized
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Our pursuit and company intention is usually to "Always fulfill our purchaser requirements". We go
on to acquire and layout excellent high quality products for both our previous and new consumers
and realize a win-win prospect for our customers too as us for Factory Promotional China Integral
Skin Color, We believe that our warm and professional service will bring you pleasant surprises as
well as fortune.
Factory Promotional China Integral Skin Color, Look forward to the future, we'll focus more on the
brand building and promotion . And in the process of our brand global strategic layout we welcome
more and more partners join us, work together with us based on mutual benefit. Let's develop
market by fully utilizing our in depth advantages and strive for building.

Integral Skin Color Detail:

Rich product life, Coordinate packaging with products, Meet your needs for PU products and
applications

low moisture specification to reduce impact on isocyanate reactivity.

Customized coloring solutions also available as per the individual needs.

Heavy metal free, Environmental protection standard for children toys in Europe

Integral Skin Color Applications :Industrial

Semi-Rigid ,such as Automobile steering wheel ,Furniture Armrest

Common colors are black (Light, sub-light), yellow, gray, and brown

Other PU products

Integral Skin Color Usage&Packing:

Usage:Add into polyol system and full mixing

Packing: 35/200 Kg


